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BY JOSEPH GUINTO
In the air, on the ocean’s surface, or below the waves, Boeing’s Autonomous
Systems is building AI-enabled technologies to transform the militaries of
the U.S. and its allies. Kristin Robertson leads the division in this vital mission.

Fu t u re o f Fi g h t

Most executives don’t oversee a
range of products that can reach
miles beneath the surface of the
ocean and in the air. But, then,
most executives don’t oversee the
creation of autonomous aircraft,
u n m a n n e d s u r fa c e v e h i c l e s
and undersea vehicles either.
Kristin Robertson does.
vice president and general manager since 2018

military forces while also decreasing defense costs and dramat-

of Autonomous Systems, a division within Boe-

ically lowering risk to the people who make up those forces.

ing Defense, Space & Security—the aviation giant’s

“What we’re really about is augmenting human capability

massive defense industry arm—Robertson leads

in a more efficient manner so we can balance risk,” Robertson

3,400 people around the world who are producing some of the
most cutting-edge technology in use by the U.S. Department of
Defense and militaries allied with the United States. That technology includes such futuristic developments as a fully autonomous aircraft with fighter-like flight performance that uses artificial intelligence to serve as a wingman for manned fighter planes.

says. “We’re creating force multipliers.”
Those force multipliers are selling well. In the year she’s
been at the helm of Autonomous Systems, Robertson’s team has
landed a key contract to provide an unmanned aerial refueling
tanker to the U.S. Navy, and she’s overseen a co-investment
with the Australian government for the aforementioned auton-

“We’re engineering brand-new systems with autonomous

omous aircraft. Those were big steps forward. But Boeing’s

technology,” says Robertson, who has been with Boeing since

Autonomous Systems division, overall, will need more successes

1994, joining the company after serving as a civilian electronic

if it wants to achieve an even bigger goal. “Our goal is to be No.

engineer working for the U.S. Navy. “But we’re also creating

1 in the market by 2025,” Robertson says. “And we’re going

a new business model.”

to get there.”

That model calls for leveraging technology—AI, machine

Still, Robertson isn’t just paving a path toward the top of

learning, robotics, autonomous technologies, and more—to

the market with innovative new technology. She’s also pav-

create products that will extend the range and effectiveness of

ing the way with some good old leadership fundamentals.
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Red, White, and Boeing Blue
From her office in Arlington, Virginia,
Robertson has a clear view of the Washington Monument and the Jefferson Memorial. If she walks around the corner,
she can look at the Pentagon too. These
famed sights serve as daily visual reminders of her core client at Autonomous Systems—and of what that client is
charged with protecting. But she can get
the same reminder with her office blinds
closed, when she looks at the photos of
her sons, one of whom served in the U.S.
Navy and the other one starting a career
as a Boeing engineer. She can even get a
similar reminder with her eyes closed,
when she thinks of her mother, who traveled across the Atlantic Ocean alone in
1954 from Scotland, becoming one of the
last immigrants processed through Ellis
Island before it was closed. Her mother
was seeking to live the American dream.
She ended up inspiring her daughter
to protect the people who protect that
dream today. “My mother, by far, had the
most influence on me as a mentor and
role model. She encouraged me to take
risks and be everything I could be,”
Robertson says.
Her father was a major influence too.
He was a chief engineer at Textron, the
forerunner to Bell Boeing, which makes
the V-22 Osprey. A V-22 model sits atop
her desk today. “My dad always brought
models home,” Robertson says. “I took
after him, and that’s why I got into the
defense industry. I stayed because I love
what we do and I love who we do it for
and the team we do it with. When you
think about protecting freedoms and
what we do, and about the passion our
customers at the Department of Defense
have about what they do, it really is bigger
than self, bigger than us. That motivates
me every day.”
Robertson has leveraged that motivation in several leadership positions
during her 25 years with Boeing. She has
served as vice president of tilt-rotor pro-

grams and program director for the Bell
Boeing V-22 program and most recently as
vice president of engineering and chief
engineer for Strike, Surveillance, and
Mobility. That unit manages Boeing’s
fixed-wing military and surveillance aircraft, including Air Force One.

her unit function cohesively. That means
encouraging collaboration among leaders in many different parts of the company.
This task keeps Robertson frequently on
the road or on a continuous stream of
calls during which she visits with leaders
of her various subsidiary companies.

Today, at Autonomous Systems, she
leads a blended organization of five subsidiaries and programs specializing in
aspects of defense-related technology,
at the Boeing division’s major sites. The
workers supporting those subsidiaries
and programs are distributed widely—
in Hawaii, California, Missouri, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, Washington, D.C., and other parts of the world.
The divisions work on developing and
deploying different types of communications software and devices—from
command-and-control systems to radio
frequency devices—as well as antenna
arrays and target trackers and, of course,
unmanned planes.

But she says her direct reports are also
inspired by the people she reports to, including Boeing’s defense head, Leanne
Caret. “We have a top leadership team
here that collaborates very well together,” Robertson says. “They have a very

It’s Robertson’s job to bring those
various entities together and to make
sure they mesh with other divisions of
Boeing’s defense arm in their efforts to
produce next-generation aircraft, watercraft, spacecraft, and the systems that
power and guide them.
“We have integrated many small companies together to create a capability
that is far larger than those companies
had separately,” Robertson says. “Our
products themselves involve blending
technologies. So we’ve created a sum of
entities that is greater than the individual parts.”
Although she is an engineer by
training, Robertson tries to stay out
of the most complex details of the
game-changing technologies behind a
massive, unmanned undersea vehicle
called the Echo Voyager or the unmanned
Boeing Airpower Teaming System that
will team up with existing military aircraft (see sidebar, page 41). Instead, she
focuses on making the diverse parts of

inspirational leadership in the way they
collaborate with peers, celebrate teams,
and allow teams to grow. That’s an element of their style I try to adopt in my
style—inclusive leadership. And I think
that inspires leaders down the line to do
the same.”

What we’re really about
is augmenting human
capability in a more
efficient manner so we
can balance risk.
Just as importantly, Robertson says,
Boeing’s corporate culture encourages
the people she works with to stay dedicated to the same mission that drives
her—supporting the people and institutions who are charged with defending
freedom around the world. “We have a
foundation of shared values, of integrity,
ethics, trusting each other, and being
supportive,” she says. “At Boeing, we really
feel like we are changing the world.”
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Game of Drones
When you build airplanes for a living, you
know the importance of speed. That’s
why Robertson is pushing her teams to
advance technology faster than ever before
and deliver new ideas to defense clients
quicker than in the past. “Today, the pace
of this industry is basically Moore’s law
on steroids,” says Robertson, who’s perhaps not coincidentally a fan of science
fiction and fantasy fiction novels where
the impossible can happen (like those
by George R.R. Martin). “When you have
customers with limited resources, autonomy is a way to accelerate the future
for them. So we have to really accelerate technology and think about how
we can use it to help solve customers’
problems.”
Acceleration comes with uncertainty,
though, and Robertson’s teams continually confront those challenges head-on.
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One of those came during a critical point
in the development of an unmanned aerial refueling plane called MQ-25.
The plane will serve U.S. Navy aircraft carriers, extending the range and
mission time of fighter jets. Boeing won
a contract in August 2018 to build four
MQ-25A prototypes by the year 2024,
and teams have been working to prepare
a test Boeing MQ-25 for flight this year.
Both the company and the Navy sought
ways to improve testing and operational
efficiencies to deliver the desired capabilities as safely and quickly as possible.
Robertson’s team suggested moving
the flight-testing location—and all the
people involved with it—to a location
where the plane could be thoroughly and
quickly put through its paces. “That was
a major change at a pivotal time,” she
says. “But everyone in the enterprise
was there to support us. They were not
going to let us fail.”

While moving the MQ-25A to a better
test location was a success, setbacks are
normal when you’re striving for technological advancements in autonomy.
Robertson, an avid dirt bike rider who
has collected her share of bruises while
careening through trails formed by rocky
former lead mines near her previous
home in Missouri, says navigating a few
bumps on the trail is just part of the innovation process.
“We continually leverage proven practices and agile development to provide
the best solutions for our customers,”
she says. “But when things aren’t right,
whether they are technical challenges or
team challenges, you have to be listening
to the team. You have to let them know
that with our culture and environment,
that we can work through whatever is
going on. That’s the biggest thing. You
always know you have a wingman in the
Boeing company.”

The Boeing CV-22

FUTURE FIGHTERS
Four ways Boeing’s Autonomous Systems
division is using advanced technologies
to meet today’s military needs
a big fish beneath the sea
The Project: Echo Voyager | Client: U.S. Navy
What It Does: Echo Voyager is an
autonomous submarine in the
XLUUV class. The initials stand for
“extra large unmanned undersea
vehicle.” It can be equipped with
sensors or with smaller autonomous submarines and used

A Loyal Wingman

on extensive reconnaissance

The Project: The Boeing Airpower Teaming System | Client: Royal Australian Air Force
What It Does: This 38-foot-long, unmanned aircraft is capable of flying 2,000 nautical
miles without refueling. It relies on advanced sensors and artificial intelligence
that allow it to fly solo or in a team alongside piloted aircraft. Boeing says it will
have fighter-like flight performance but at a fraction of the cost of most fighters
in the skies today.

missions that can last far longer
than manned submarines can stay
underwater. Boeing won’t say exactly how long the Echo Voyager
can stay on mission, but it does say
the sub has a larger energy capacity
than any XL class craft to date.

An Autonomous Refueler
The Project: MQ-25A Stringray | Client: U.S. Navy
What It Does: The Stingray is an unmanned aerial tanker that resembles the fish

A Data Collector

it was named for. It’s designed to take off and land on aircraft carriers and to
refuel fighter jets in the air, including the Boeing-made F/A-18 Super Hornet
and the Lockheed Martin F-35C. That refueling will significantly extend the
range of fighter jets that now must be refueled by manned aircraft.

The Project: ScanEagle | Client: U.S. Navy,
Coast Guard, Special Operations Command
What It Does: This unmanned aircraft
system provides intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance services to
support decision-making.
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